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CHAPTER 11: 

PLACE VALUE

A firm under stand ing of place value is a pre req ui site for all work 
in arith me tic. Stu dents who do not under stand the con cept of place 
value can not progress through the four basic oper ations with out 
dif fi culty. They “learn” the oper ations by memoriz ing an increas
ing number of seemingly unrelated facts and pro ce dures. Even the 
most capa ble stu dents be come con fused when the load becomes 
too great, usu ally at the point when they must learn mul ti pli ca tion 
and divi sion. Math e mat ics becomes increasingly mys te ri ous for 
these stu dents, who have lit tle hope of under stand ing the con tent 
of sec ond arylevel math e mat ics courses. It is essen tial that place 
value be given major empha sis in the pri mary grades and that stu
dents have fre quent expe ri ences with manip u la tive mate rials that 
dem on strate place value.

1985 California Math e mat ics Framework, p.23 

In order to effectively implement the place value objec tives outlined 
in the 1985 California Mathematics Framework (above) in the pri mary 
grades, the mathe matics curriculum must include place value experi
ences that:

o use developmentally appropriate manipu latives.
 
o use a variety of bases to teach the place value sys tem. 

o explore place value patterns (linear and matrix).

o provide regrouping and nonregrouping multidigit addition and 
subtraction experi ences simultaneously.

IntroductIon
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PLACE VALUE MAniPULA tiVEs
Place value manipulatives fall within two dis tinct de velopmental 
levels: concrete and rep resentational. Con crete place value experiences 
must come first. Representa tional activities are appropriate later in the 
elementary grades — after children have engaged in a variety of ex
periences with concrete materials.

Concrete Materials 
Concrete materials — beans and cups and Unifix cubes — allow the 
children to construct groupings. Experiences with these materials 
stress onetoone correspondence be tween the number and the mate
rial it represents.

Kathy Richardson addresses the issue of onetoone corre spondence 
at the place value level in her book, De veloping Number Concepts Us ing 
Unifix Cubes (Chapter 5, p. 133):

Counting groups [of objects] requires a dif ferent kind of thinking 
from counting sin gle objects. Children’s first counting expe
riences require an understanding of onetoone correspondence. 
They learn that one num ber word goes with one object. But, 
when dealing with numbers above ten, children are required 
to count groups as though they were individual objects. The 
question “How many tens in thirtyfour?” as sumes the child can 
conceive of ten objects as one en tity. The question “How many 
hundreds in 346?” as sumes the child can conceive of one hun
dred ob jects as one group (all the while remem bering that each 
hundred is also ten groups of ten).

Representational Materials
Bean sticks and multibase blocks are “fixed” materials. The materi
als impose a readymade structure on the stu dent. Although children 
manipulate materials — e.g., chips, multibase blocks and bean sticks 
— they are re quired to think abstractly. A child with insuffi cient ex
periences using concrete materials may be confused when a number 
is represented by multibase blocks. They must already under stand 
that one block in base ten represents ei ther ten flats, a hundred longs, 
or a thousand units. Rather than understanding that a num ber like 
362 is rep resented by three flats, six longs, and two units, a child may 
only see eleven separate blocks of varying sizes.

Chip trading is also representational but at a more ab stract level. 
Children must be able to understand the “abstraction” that one chip 
could represent a group of ten or a hundred chips (chips can also 
represent groupings in other bases). The necessity for children to be 
surrounded with an abundance of concrete ex periences before they 
move on to representa tional materials cannot be empha sized strongly 
enough.
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Choose Appropriate 
Manipulatives

Because mathematics is made by human beings and exists only 
in their minds, it must be made and re made in the mind of each 
person who learns it. In this sense mathematics can only be 
learned by being created.

Author Unknown 

Teachers often overlook the limitations set by represen tational materi
als. One Math Their Way teacher told how she made bean sticks with 
her second grade class one year. The class had experienced place value 
activities earlier in the school year and in the first grade, using con crete 
materials. Once the sticks and rafts were con structed, the children used 
them to make addition and subtraction problems. The children loved 
the bean sticks. They didn’t ap pear to have any problems with the 
“fixed ar rangement” of the sticks and rafts.

The teacher kept the bean sticks and used them with classes after that 
year. The new second graders didn’t seem to relate to the materials in 
the same manner as the first group. In retrospect, the teacher felt the 
reason the bean sticks were more successful the first year was because 
the children participated in the construction of the sticks and rafts. 
They un derstood what the beans on the sticks and rafts represented. 
Even though they had similar classroom experiences to prepare them 
for the activity, the children who used the preassem bled materials the 
following years didn’t expe rience the creation of the sticks and rafts. 
The preassembled (representational) materials “imposed a structure” 
that subsequent classes of second grade children were not ready to 
ac cept.

Be careful not to move prematurely to the rep resentational level. Allow 
children time to construct their own understanding of place value by 
engaging in experiences with an as sortment of concrete place value 
materials.
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UsE A VAriEty of bAsEs
Place value is merely a system of organizing large numbers. Teachers 
tend to think that the base ten system is the only base we use in the 
real world. For this reason, they often question why other bases are 
taught in the lower grades. It’s true that our society frequently uses 
base ten, but we also use other bases every day without thinking about 
it. Every time we bake, sew, measure with a ruler, or tell time, we are 
working with other bases. The com puter oper ates on a binary system 
or base two. Yet, text books tend to teach isolated place value skills 
(e.g., bor rowing and carrying) in base ten only. Children will de velop 
a better understanding of place value if they are allowed opportunities 
to compare and contrast relation ships (using real materials and real
life experiences) in other bases.
 

tEACH rEgroUPing And non-rEgroUPing Addition And 
sUbtrACtion togEtHEr 

The 1985 California Mathematics Framework, p. 22, em phasizes the 
importance of teaching multidigit addition and subtraction in a way 
that students understand the process, rather than viewing each algo
rithm as a separate, iso lated function:

The practice of a skill in isolation is sel dom effec tive in developing 
the under standing required to make the skill useful. Instruction in 
computational algorithms should emphasize under stand ing the 
pro ce dures that are being used.

For exam ple, it is now com mon to teach twoplace addi tion and 
sub trac tion with out regrouping before intro duc ing re grouping. 
This approach leads stu dents to focus on sep a rate pro ce dures and 
hin ders their under stand ing of the basic oper ations. Most stu dents 
view a prob lem such as         as  two oneplace prob lems pushed 
together (        and         ) and do not  think of adding 40 and 20. 
Because students get a great deal of prac tice in this kind of prob
lem, they assume that        can be cal cu lated in the same way and 
see nothing wrong with the answer of 612. After learn ing a new 
pro ce dure in which 1 is car ried or put on top of the ten’s col umn 
every time, stu dents are con fused when pre sented with a mix ture 
of prob lems that re quire regrouping and prob lems that do not. 
The child who asks, “Do I regroup on this prob lem?” has al most 
no under stand ing of the con cept of twodigit addi tion or sub trac
tion. This dilemma can be avoided by teach ing multidigit addi
tion and sub trac tion with and with out regrouping si multaneously, 
using manip u la tive place value mate rials, and relat ing the proc ess 
to real is tic sit u ations. When manip u la tive mate rials are used, it is 
easy to dem on strate when regrouping is needed; and there is no 
need to teach regrouping as a sep a rate algo rithm.

  4
+2

  3
+5

 
  43
+25

  43
+29
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EMPHAsiZE tHE iMPortAnCE of PAttErns
Children should have opportunities to explore both lin ear and matrix 
place value patterns in a variety of bases. An understanding of pat
terns encourages children to see relationships between the parts and 
the whole. An under standing of the process develops from experi
encing numerous patterns in different bases. Bob BarattaLorton wrote 
in Math e mat ics...A Way of Think ing, p. 81: 

When stu dents search for pat terns in group ings of three, four, and 
five, and they then see these same pat terns re peat for group ings 
of ten, they achieve a far greater under stand ing of borrowing and 
car ry ing than is pos si ble from stud y ing base ten in iso la tion.
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Place Value Schedule
Choose the activities that best fit your class’s needs. In general, the 
place value focus for each grade level in cludes the following:

Kindergarten
Kindergartners do not formally explore place value con cepts. They are 
exposed to the place value board and the notion of organizing large 
numbers of objects into groups of ten through the following types of 
activi ties:

o Estimating and counting groups of objects in containers (see NL, 
Measurement pp. 7.12  7.15). The place value board is used when 
the objects are counted and grouped into ten's.

o Opening activities, NL Chapter 4 (e.g., Straw Count, Tally Count, 
Number Line).

First Grade
Place value concepts are formally introduced and ex plored at the con
cept and connecting levels late in the school year.

o Estimating and counting groups of objects in containers (see NL, 
pp. 7.12  7.15). The place value board is used when the objects are 
counted and grouped into ten's.

o Opening activities, (e.g., Straw Count, Tally Count, Number Line).

o Place value activities using other bases (concept and connecting 
level).

o Base ten station activities (concept level — recording is not neces
sary).

Second Grade
Place value is the main focus of second grade mathemat ics. Second 
graders explore all levels of place value throughout the school year.

o Estimating and counting groups of objects in containers. The place 
value board is used when the objects are counted and grouped into 
ten's.

o Opening Activities, (e.g., Straw Count, Tally Count, Number Line).

o All place value activities using other bases (concept and connecting 
and symbolic level).

o All base ten activities (station and independent).
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exPlorIng Place Value In a VarIety

of grouPIngS The initial place value activities in this section pro vide children a 
framework for understanding place value while adding and subtract
ing in different group ings. Children acquire a better understanding of 
the process of regrouping (borrowing and carrying) when they have 
ex periences with groupings of four, five, and six — as well as with base 
ten. Independent base ten activities are introduced once the children 
demonstrate a clear understanding of the place value process. The urge 
to focus on base ten too quickly should be resisted. 

Each grouping used (except base ten) is given a nonsense name. The 
children are asked for suggestions. The nonsense name for each group
ing remains the same for the re mainder of the year. A class chart of 
the non sense names is displayed. Each grouping name is added to the 
chart after it is introduced through the Counting Game.

ConCEPt LEVEL:  groUP ACtiVitiEs 
searching for Patterns

Counting Game (MTW, pp. 9899)
Practice counting by the groupings using the nonsense word.

Class Count
Choose a nonsense name for the grouping to be experi enced. 
(“Zurkles” will be used instead of four in this de scription). Ask the 
class to stand up and count off by the grouping chosen. Each person 
who says the nonsense word must sit down (e.g.,. “One, two, three, 
zurkle ... one, two, three, zurkle...”). The game continues until one 
per son remains standing. 

When half the class remains standing, ask the chil dren if they can 
predict who will be the last person standing.

Group Count
Once the rules are established, split the class into small groups. Ask 
them to count off in their groups. Use the following questions to chal
lenge the groups: 

o Pre dict who will be the last per son stand ing.

o Does it make a dif fer ence where you start count ing?

o If you start with the same per son twice, will the last per son stand
ing be the same twice? Why? Why not?

o Start with the per son stand ing to the right (left) of the first starter. 
Pre dict who will be the last per son stand ing.

o Add a per son to the cir cle. Pre dict who will be the last person 
stand ing. Continue adding a person; is a pattern developing?

o Count in another grouping. Do you think the outcome will be the 
same? If not, can you predict who will be the last person standing?
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Introduce Addition and Subtraction on the
Place Value Board
Materials:  Place value boards (MTW, p. 364); manipula tive materials 
(e.g., Unifix cubes or beans and portion cups)

Before beginning:  Review how to use the place value board. The group
ings (e.g., Zurkles) are placed on the blue side and the one's are placed 
on the white side. If the children use Unifix cubes, they snap the cubes 
together into a stick before they place them on the blue side. If they use 
beans, they place the grouping of beans in a cup and move the cup to 
the blue side.

Addition:  Begin by adding one object. Explain to the children that each 
time you say “plus one”, they add a cube (or bean) to their place value 
board. Once the mate rial is added to the board, the whole class says 
the number. The group continues to add to the largest twodigit num
ber possible, regrouping whenever necessary. For instance, in zurkles 
(groupings of four), the largest number would be three zurkles and 
three. 

Subtraction:  Start with the largest twodigit number pos sible in the 
grouping. Ask the children to subtract one object at a time until they 
reach zero — regrouping when ever necessary.

Extension:  Add or subtract by two or three objects at a time.

random Practice It is important that children have opportunities to ran domly add 
and subtract.

Build ing Numbers
Materials: Beans and cups or Unifix cubes; place value board

Tell the children a number to build on the place value board (e.g., 
2 zurkles, three). Then tell them a new number (e.g., 3 zurkles, 2). 
The children build the new number on the place value board with 
materials. Repeat the process several times.

Observation:  Observe how the children find their an swers. Do some 
chil dren clear their boards every time they build a new number? Do 
others add on or sub tract the appro pri ate objects? Ask the children 
to explain how they made the new number. Ask the children if they 
think the new number is larger or smaller than the previous number. 
Ask them to explain their answer.

Add or Sub tract
Tell the children a number to build on their place value board. Now 
ask them to add or sub tract a cer tain number of beans. 

Observation:  Watch to see if the children can regroup when it is 
necessary. 

Note:  Mathematics Their Way, (Ch. 
12) says to read amount of materi
als on the place value board with 
“and” (two zurkles and three). 
This is mathematically incorrect. 
“And” signifies a decimal point. 
The correct way to read the amount 
is “two zurkles, three.”
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ConnECting LEVEL:  groUP ACtiVitiEs 
The goal of following activities is to acquaint the chil dren with the 
written symbol that represents the number on the place value board. 
The class repeats the addition and subtraction activities introduced at 
the concept level. This time the teacher records the numerical patterns 
ei ther on a long strip or in a matrix frame, as the children add and 
subtract the materials on the place value board.

searching for Patterns Vertical Patterns
Materials:  Place value boards (MTW, p. 364); adding ma chine tape; 
manipulative materials (Unifix cubes or beans and portion cups)

Procedure:  After the numerical patterns are recorded on the strip, the 
class searches for patterns and then inter prets the patterns in each 
column. Ask the children to look for a pattern in the blue column. 
Then ask them to alter nate standing and sitting each time the pattern 
sequence changes as they read the patterns in unison. Loop the pat
terns as the children interpret each pattern. 

Ask the children to look for patterns in the right column (plain side). 
This time, ask the children to stamp their foot each time a zero is read. 
Loop the repeating sequence as the children interpret the pattern. 

Extension:  
o Repeat the number strip activities for different count ing sequences 

(by one’s, two’s, three’s,…) in one grouping. Continue to search for 
patterns in the one’s and cup’s col umn until the whole counting 
sequence begins to re peat. How many numbers did you have to 
count before this occurred? Is there a pattern?

o Repeat the activities in a variety of groupings.

Matrix Patterns
Materials:  Place value boards (MTW, p. 364); class size matrix grid; 
crayons; manipulative ma terials (Unifix cubes or beans and portion 
cups)

Chil dren should have opportunities to search for pat terns on matri
ces as well as number strips. Encourage the chil dren to com pare the 
matrix patterns and make pre dictions from the var i ous pat terns. 

Procedure:  The teacher records on a matrix grid the same size as the 
base (e.g., base 4 would be a 4 box by 4 box grid) instead of a number 
strip. The class searches for patterns after the sequence is recorded. 
The teacher loops and shades the patterns with crayons as the chil
dren dis cover the patterns.

Extension:  
o Repeat the matrix activity for different counting se quences (by 

one’s, two’s, three’s,…)

o Change the size of the matrix grid (e.g., from a 4 box by 4 box ma
trix to a 5 box by 5 box matrix).
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Comparing Patterns on the Matrices and
Number Strips
After the teacher has recorded a variety of sequences on matrix grids 
and number strips, the class compares, dis cusses and makes predic
tions using the information. 

o Compare different counting sequences (by one’s, two’s, three’s,…) 
in one grouping on number strips.

o Compare different counting sequences (by one’s, two’s, three’s,…) 
in one grouping on matrix grids.

o Compare a counting sequence in different groupings on the number 
strips. 

o Compare patterns of a counting sequence recorded on a matrix grid 
and a number strip. 

o The teacher records the counting sequence in a differ ent size matrix 
grid. The class searches for patterns in the new grid and then com
pares the two grids. 

o The teacher records different groupings in the same size matrix 
grid.
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random Practice Place Value Number Flips
Materials:  Place value boards; place value number flips (MTW, p. 363); 
manipulative materi als (Unifix cubes or beans and portion cups)

Show the children how to attach the number flips to their place value 
boards. Only the numbers used in the base being used are on top of the 
place value board. All the other numbers are tucked into the pocket on 
the back of the board. 

Build ing Numbers
Tell the chil dren a number to make with the place value number flips. 
Then ask them to build that number on the place value boards with 
mate rials (either beans and cups or Unifix cubes). Repeat the proc ess 
with a dif fer ent number. 

Add and Subtract
Ask the children to make a twodigit numeral with their place value 
number flips. Then ask them to build the number on their place value 
boards with materials. Now ask them to add or sub tract a cer tain 
number of objects. Once they have added or removed the designated 
number of materi als, ask them to change the place value number flips 
to represent the new quantity of objects.

ConnECting LEVEL: indEPEndEnt ACtiVitiEs
random Practice Materials needed for each child: portion cups; beans; bowl; place value 

board; 13 dice 

The following activities can be played in any grouping. Wooden cubes 
can be used to make the dice. Some teachers choose to make a different 
set of dice for base 4, 5, and 6. Other teachers make a set of base 6 dice 
(numbered zero to five). When they play the game in groupings of 4 or 
5, they cover the inappropriate numbers with a gummed la bel. If the 
children roll a blank side when playing the games in either groupings of 
4 or 5, they repeat the num ber they previously rolled.

The children work in pairs. They take turns rolling the dice and building 
the material on the place value board.

Dice Arrangement 
Note:  Before the game begins, the players must decide how the winner 
will be determined: either the smallest or largest number.

Procedure:  The first per son rolls two dice. He or she ar ranges the dice to 
make the larg est (or smallest) number pos si ble. Then the person builds 
the number with beans on his or her place value board. The sec ond 
child rolls the dice and builds the number with beans and cups on his or 
her place value board.

Once the numbers are built on the place value board, the chil dren com
pare their numbers to deter mine which number is larg er (or smaller). 

Extension:  For children who may need to be chal lenged, give them three 
dice to arrange.
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Race to Zero
Note:  Before the game begins, the players must decide who the win ner 
will be: either the first per son to reach 0 or the last per son to reach 0.

Procedure:   Start with the bowl col umn filled (e.g. in Zurkles, the bowl 
would con tain four cups with four beans in each cup). The players take 
turns rolling the die and subtracting the beans until one player reaches 
zero. Sometimes the children add the rule that the exact num ber must 
be rolled on the last roll.

Observation:  Watch how the children regroup the first time they take 
the beans away. 

Race to a Bowl 
Note:  Before the game begins, the part ners decide how the win ner will 
be determined: either the first per son to reach the bowl col umn or the 
last per son to reach the bowl column.

Procedure:  The players start with empty place value boards. Each play
er will take a turn rolling the die and add ing that number of beans to 
his or her place value board. The players con tinue rolling the die and 
add ing beans to the place value board until the first per son reaches the 
bowl col umn. 
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Vertical Patterns
Materials needed for each child:  Place value strips (NL Blackline #47); 
beans; portion cups; 23 small envelopes; a large plastic zip pered bag; 
clothespin; 3 dice with numerals in the predetermined grouping 

The class works together at this activity when it is first introduced. 
They decide which grouping (e.g., Zurkle) to use. To determine how 
far to add or which number to start subtracting from, three dice are 
rolled and arranged into a threedigit num ber. 

This process may take more than one day. When the child finishes 
for the day, he or she rolls up the place value strip and clips it with a 
clothespin. The place value strip, place value board, portion cups, and  
envelopes of beans are stored in a large zippered plastic bag with the 
child's name on it. The next day the child builds the last number on 
the place value strip and continues:  adding or subtracting materials 
on the place value board; recording the numerals on the place value 
strip; and looping the patterns in each column.

Addition Procedure:   The class works at this activity to gether when it 
is first introduced. They add materials on their place value board and 
record the numerals together to the end of the first strip. Then, each 
child loops the patterns in each column on his or her strip and attach
es a new place value strip. The class works together for approximately 
two and a half strips. Then they continue working at their own pace 
un til they reach the number predetermined by the dice roll. When the 
child has added to the third column, the beans in the portion cups are 
placed in an envelope and sealed.

Subtraction Procedure:   The children begin by building the number 
determined by the dice with materials on their place value board. The 
objects for the third column are put in envelopes and placed to the 
left of the cups column.  Then the children record the number at the 
top of their place value strips. Next, they subtract one object at a time 
and record the number on their place value strips. When they have 
completed one strip, each child loops the patterns in each column of 
the place value strip and attaches a new strip. The class works to
gether for approximately two and a half strips. The children continue 
working at their own pace un til they reach zero. When the child sub
tracts all the objects in the cups and units columns of the place value 
board, he or she opens an envelope of objects in the third column and 
regroups them in portion cups before continuing to subtract.
   
Note:  Pattern is a selfcorrecting tool and whenever a child finds an 
error, rather than erasing, the child merely cuts off the place value 
strip where the er ror occurred and attaches a new strip.

Do not be surprised about how many children forget to write in the 
numbers at the regrouping stage. This error corrects itself as soon as 
the children realize the value of pattern. They begin to find their mis
takes by looking for the recorded evolving pat terns.

Extension:  Ask the children to search for patterns while adding or 
subtracting by two (or three) objects each time.

syMboLiC LEVEL:  indEPEndEnt ACtiVitiEs
searching for Patterns
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Matrix Patterns
Materials needed for each child:  matrix frames of various sizes (NL Black
line #46); materials to count; portion cups; place value board; colored 
pencils, crayons, or markers to loop patterns 

 
Same Grouping — Different Size Frames
The children can work in partners or alone. They begin by adding ob
jects to the place value board one at a time and recording the counting 
sequence for the chosen grouping in the matrix frame. They record the 
numerals in sequence until the matrix frame is filled. 

Extensions:  
o When the children are experienced with recording in a matrix 

frame, they can record one numeral at a time until they begin to see 
patterns developing in the columns and rows (vertically, horizon
tally and diagonally). They complete the matrix by recording the 
patterns as they discover them. If they’re unsure of a pattern, they 
can check it by using concrete materials.

o Once one matrix has been completed, the children can try a differ
ent size matrix frame. Some of the patterns in the first matrix may 
be useful when the children predict patterns in the new frame.

o The children can record patterns by adding by two or three num
bers at a time. Concrete materials can be used to con firm the matrix 
patterns.

Same Size Frame — Different Groupings
The pair chooses a matrix frame (e.g., 5 boxes by 5 boxes) and a 
grouping. They record until they begin to see pat terns developing in 
the columns and rows (vertically, hor izontally and diagonally). They 
record the matrix patterns as they are discovered. When the frame is 
com pleted, the pair searches for additional patterns. They loop and/or 
shade patterns with the side of a crayon. 

When the pair is finished searching for patterns in the first grouping, 
they choose a different grouping and record it in the same size frame. 
They compare the patterns in the two groupings in the same matrix 
grids. 
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BaSe ten Work  
groUP ACtiVitiEs
searching for Patterns Materials:  classsize (10 by 10) matrix frame or overhead transparency 

of NL Blackline #45; classsize hundred's chart or an overhead trans
parency of NL Blackline #44

Searching for Patterns on the Hundred’s Chart
Procedure:   Record the counting sequence on a classsize 10 by 10 
matrix frame as the children count by one's. Complete approximately 
one and onehalf rows in sequence before asking the children if they 
see any patterns developing (vertically, horizontally or diagonally). 
Complete the matrix as the children discover the patterns.

Extensions:  
o	Using the same procedure, the class searches for patterns in other 

counting sequences (by two's, three's, five's…) as you record the 
pattern sequences on a large classsize (10 by 10) frame.

o	The class searches for patterns while subtracting. Begin the activ
ity by recording 100 in the first box. The class counts backward, 
one number at a time, as you record the numerals on the matrix. 
Complete approximately one and onehalf rows. Ask the children 
to search for patterns. Record the patterns as the children discover 
them.

o	A completed classsize hundred’s chart is used for this activity. Ask 
the children to search for pattern sequences. Ask the children if they 
see the same sequence anywhere else on the chart. Loop and/or 
shade the patterns with a colored marker or crayon. Ask the chil
dren to search for a different pattern sequence. Continue to search 
for patterns in this fashion.

 

random Practice
Visualization
After the children have had extensive manipulative ex periences 
regrouping while adding and subtracting large numbers in base ten, 
allow some time for the children to visualize the re grouping process. 
Visualization enables children to tran sition from their concrete experi
ences to a more abstract level. This is necessary for them to be success
ful in school testing situations.

Procedure:  Write a problem on the board. Ask the children to close 
their eyes and imagine a certain type of manipulative on the place 
value board as the teacher records the action numerically. The children 
should expe rience visualizing both addition and subtraction equations.
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sample teaching strategy — 
Visualization
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indEPEndEnt ACtiVitiEs 
searching for Patterns Before You Begin:  Run off NL blackline #43 for each child. The master 

has two rows with five stars in each row.

Place a copy of the star blackline on the one’s side of each child’s place 
value board. It is difficult to tell at a glance (without counting) how 
many counters are on the board in base ten. The stars give the child 
an organizing tool for work in base 10. By covering each star with the 
material, children will think in terms of number combinations. Without 
the addition of the star working area, they may count by ones and miss 
the opportunity to reinforce the addition and subtraction combina
tions. 

Vertical Patterns
Materials needed for each child:  Place value strips (NL Blackline #47); a 
small cylinder made of tagboard; a clothespin; beans; 10 portion cups; 
23 en velopes; large zippered bag (to store the materials)

Procedure:  The children practice adding to or subtracting from a large 
threedigit number in base ten. It’s helpful if the children work in pairs. 
Each pair chooses a small container from the comparing station and 
fills it with beans. The beans are placed in a zippered bag for storage.

Addition:  The children count by one’s — one person records the se
quence as the other person adds the material to the place value board. 
They search for and loop patterns every time an individual place value 
strip is completed. Once the patterns are looped and any mistakes are 
snipped off, a new place value strip is added and the pair continues 
adding beans. When they reach 100, they empty the ten cups of beans 
into an envelope and seal it. The enve lope is placed off the place value 
board (to the left of the 10’s column). 

Subtraction:  This time, the container full of beans is grouped into hun
dred’s, ten’s and one’s. The hundred's are sealed in an envelope. The 
total is recorded at the top of the place value strip. The pair sub tracts 
(one bean at a time), records, and searches for patterns on the number 
strip until they are out of beans.

Extension:  Children should have experiences adding and subtracting 
by two, three, four… objects at a time. (see MTW p. 314).

Matrix Patterns
Materials needed for each child:  hundred's chart (NL blackline #44); 
blank (10 by 10) matrix frame (NL blackline #45)

Procedure:  The children independently search for and record patterns 
on a matrix. See NL, page 11.15 for a detailed description. 
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Dice Games
Play Dice Arrangement (NL, p. 11.11), Race to a Bowl (p. 11.12), Race to 
Zero (NL. p. 11.12) in base ten.

Bob’s Ditto
Addition
Materials:  small objects; portion cups; addition board* (NL Blackline 
#39); recording sheet (NL Blackline #38) 

Step One:  Take a handful of junk and 
count it into count ing cups. Place the 
junk on the top place value boxes of the 
addition board. Record the number on 
the recording sheet.

Step Two:  Take another handful and 
count it into count ing cups. Place the 
junk in the middle place value boxes. 
Record the number on the recording 
sheets.

Step Three:  Move the junk down to the 
bottom place value boxes.

Step Four:  Regroup to find the total. 
Record the total on the recording sheet.

Subtraction
Materials:  place value board; small objects; portion cups; a wooden 
cube numbered 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; recording sheet (NL Blackline #38)

Step One:  Take a handful of objects and re
group into ten’s if possible. Place the objects 
on the place value board. 

Step Two:  Record the amount of objects on 
the recording sheet.

Step Three:  Roll the die. Record the number 
on the paper. Subtract that many objects 
from the place value board.

Step  Four:  Record the answer.

random Practice

(*) Note:  Large place value addi
tion boards can be made with 9" x 
11" file folders. (see directions p. 
11.23)
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PLACE VALUE stAtion ACtiVitiEs
The place value station activities fall into two cate gories:

• Counting Activities 
• Addition and Subtraction Activities

Place Value Counting Activities
The counting activities provide children opportunities to rebuild in 
base ten. The counting stations should be introduced before the addi
tion and subtraction stations.

Measuring MTW,  p. 307
Estimating and Checking MTW,  p. 308
Counting Jars of Objects MTW,  p. 310
Perimeter MTW, p. 315
Unifix Stack MTW, p. 320
Magazine Pictures NL,  p. 11.19 

Place Value Addition and Subtraction Activities
The following activities provide children opportunities to regroup 
while adding and subtracting. Add these stations when the children 
demonstrate a clear understanding of regrouping while counting in 
base ten.

Determining Prices MTW,  p. 312
The Store MTW,  p. 317
InsideOut NL, p. 11.20
Bob’s Ditto NL, p. 11.18

 

Place Value Activities 
not found in Math 
Their Way

Magazine Pictures
Materials:  Magazine pictures, old wrapping paper and/or stickers 
scattered on a page of paper; watersoluble pen; wet rags; NL Black
line #42

Note:  Find either magazine pictures, wrapping paper, or create 
pictures by sticking stickers on a page. Each picture should have 
between 12100 objects that are easily countable. Label each picture 
with a different letter. Cover the pictures with acetate. 

Procedure:  The child chooses a picture and records the letter on the 
recording sheet. He or she circles as many groups of ten as possible. 
Next the child counts the total number of objects and records the 
answer on the recording sheet.

Extension:  
Procedure:  Some teachers place several different types of rubber 
stamps, a stamp pad, and blank paper in this station. The child 
chooses a stamp and covers the paper with the stamp's image. He or 
she circles the stamped images in groups of ten. Next the child counts 
the total and records the number on the page. The recording can be 
taken home.
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Inside-Outside
This activity is described in Mathematics Their 
Way (see Geoboard Designs, MTW, p. 316). 
The description (and picture illustration) uses 
only one geoboard. In order to provide children 
with regrouping experiences, there must be a 
minimum of two boards sidebyside.

PLACE VALUE MAtEriALs
Place Value Boards
Materials for each place value board:  12" x 9" tagboard; a 51/2" x 81/2" 
piece of blue mimeo or construction paper; a 12" x 9" piece of white 
construction paper; glue stick or rubber cement; 2 library pockets
(Use protective covering after the place value board is completed.)

Procedure:  Glue the white paper to the tagboard. Glue the blue paper 
on the left side on top of the white paper.  Draw a happy face in the 
upper left corner to provide a "right side up" signal to the children.   

Place Value Flip Pockets:  Glue two library pockets on the back side of 
the place value board. (One for the blue side and one for the white 
side.) Be sure to place the pockets as close to the middle of the board as 
possible.  

Some teachers cut the place value boards in half and hinge them with 
tape on the back side.  The folded place value boards are easy to store.

Note:  If the class is going to be working a lot with 3 column numbers, 
you may want to attach an additional (51/2" x 81/2") piece of tag
board (with a different color of construction paper glued on top of it) 
to the left of the blue side.  The children can fold this piece under the 
blue side of the place value board when they are not using it.

Star Worksheet
NL, Blackline #43; tape; place value boards

Note:  The star papers are to be used with the base ten activities only.  
(see NL, p. 11.17 for an explanation of its purpose)
 
Procedure:  Duplicate the star blackline.  Cut the paper on the dotted 
line.  Tape the star paper onto the white side of the place value board.

Place Value Flips
Materials:  Number Flips*; chicken rings**, Chinese Jacks or small metal 
rings; scissors    

*  Making Number Flips from scatch can be time consuming.  We rec
ommend that you purchase this item, predrilled and ready to assemble 
from the Center for Innovation in Education.  If you want to assemble 
your own, please consult MTW, p. 363 for the directions.

** Chicken rings: From a feed store or at www.chickenrings.com
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* Recording materials are placed in the tubbing stations only after the children have had sufficient time to work at the concrete (concept) level with the manipulatives. Depending on the class's 
experience and the material in the tubbing station, the time allowed may span from several weeks to several months. Recording should be introduced as an optional activity.

Additional materials needed

Materials needed: Materials needed: Materials needed: Materials needed: Materials needed:

Additional materials needed: Additional materials needed:Additional materials needed: Additional materials needed:
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UNIFIX STACKS

MTW, pp. 320, 396

•	 3	more/less	spinners	
•	 3	wooden	cubes	with	numbers	
0,1,2,3,4,	and	5	written	on	them

•	 Unifix	cubes	
•	 3	Unifix	stack	gameboards
	 (MTW,	Blackline	#29)
•	 4-5	place	value	boards

Procedure:			Two	children	take	
turns	rolling	their	dice	and	placing	
a	stack	of	cubes	on	their	row	of	the	
gameboard.	If	a	child	rolls	a	zero,	
he	or	she	leaves	the	box	empty.	
When	the	rows	are	completed,	they	
snap	their	cubes	together	in	groups	
of	ten's.

•	 MTW	Blackline	#61		in	a	small	
plastic	zippered	bag

Recording:		Each	child	writes	his	or	
her	name	on	the	recording	sheet.	
They	play	the	game.	Then	each	
child	adds	his	or	her	Unifix	cubes,	
and	records	the	number	in	the	ap-
propriate	box.	One	child	spins	the	
more/less	spinner	to	determine	the	
winner.

PERIMETERS

MTW,	p.	315

•	 old	geoboard	records	(MTW,	p.	
177)

•	 Unifix	cubes	in	one	color	(about	80	
cubes)

•	 4-5	place	value	boards

Procedure:		The	children	predict	the	
number	of	Unifix	cubes	it	will	take	to	
measure	the	perimeter	of	a	geoboard	
design.	(One	unit	equals	one	side	of	
the	colored	square	on	the	recording	
sheet.)	Then	they	mark	each	unit	
with	a	Unifix	cube,	snap	the	cubes	
together	into	a	train,	and	divide	the	
train	into	groups	of	ten's	and	one's.		
The	Unifix	cubes	are	then	placed	on	
the	place	value	board.	

•	 MTW	Blackline	#40	in	a	small	
plastic	zippered	bag

Recording:		The	children	write	their	
estimates	on	the	recording	sheets.	
Then	they	check	their	estimates	by	
placing	the	Unifix	cubes	around	the	
perimeter	of	the	design.	The	children	
then	group	the	Unifix	cubes	used	to	
measure	the	perimeter	into	ten's	and	
one's.	They	record	the	actual	number.

MAGAZINE PICTURES

NL, p. 11.19

•	 Magazine	pictures	or	wrapping	
paper	showing	between	12-100	
objects	easily	countable	(a	flock	of	
birds,	a	parking	lot	of	cars,	a	pick-
et	fence,	a	row	of	toys,	a	crowd	of	
people,	a	box	of	chocolates,	etc.)	
covered	with	acetate	

•	 6	water	color	marking	pens

Procedure:		The	children	choose	a	
picture,	loop	the	objects	into	groups	
of	tens	and	then	count	the	total.

•	 NL	Blackline	#42		in	a	small	plas-
tic	zippered	bag

Recording:	The	children	record	the	
picture's	letter	onto	the	recording	
sheet,	loop	the	objects	in	the	picture	
in	groups	of	tens,	and	record	the	to-
tal	on	the	recording	sheet	next	to	the	
appropriate	letter.	(Three	pictures		
can	be	recorded	on	one	recording	
sheet)

Extension:		The	children	can	make	
recordings	to	take	home	by	stamp-
ing	blank	paper	with	a	picture	on	a	
rubber	stamp.	Next,	they	circle	the	
stamped	images	in	groups	of	ten's	
and	record	the	total	on	the	paper.
 

ESTIMATING AND 
CHECKING

MTW,	p.	308,	360

•	 7-10	empty	jars	or	containers
•	 3-4	large	margarine	tubs	of	beans	
(each	with	a	different	type	of	bean,	
e.g.,	large	kidney,	lima	beans,	pinto	
beans…)	

•	 1	or	2	oz.	portion	cups
•	 4-5	place	value	boards
•	 5-6	empty	margarine	tubs	

Procedure:	The	children	select	an	
empty	container	and	fill	it	with	beans.		
Then	they	estimate	how	many	beans	
are	in	the	container.	Then	they	place	
each	group	of	ten	beans	in	a	portion	
cup.	When	there	are	enough	to	make	
a	hundred,	the	ten	portion	cups	of	
beans	are	stacked	and	placed	inside	a	
margarine	tub.		The	children	arrange	
the	beans	on	the	place	value	board	
and	count	to	find	the	total	number	of	
beans.

Place Value StationS

COUNTING CONTAINERS OF  
OBJECTS

MTW, p. 310

•	 6-10	small	containers	with	small	
objects	inside	(bread	tabs,	maca-
roni,	buttons,	rocks,	dried	pinto	
beans,	etc.)

•	 1	or	2	oz.	portion	cups
•	 5-6	empty	margarine	tubs	
•	 4-5	place	value	boards

Procedure:			The	children	select	one	
container	and	estimate	how	many	
objects	are	inside.	Then	they	place	
each	group	of	ten	objects	in	a	por-
tion	cup.	When	there	are	enough	
to	make	a	hundred,	the	ten	portion	
cups	of	objects	are	stacked	and	
placed	inside	a	margarine	tub.	The	
children	place	objects	on	the	place	
value	board	and	read	the	number.

•	 NL	Blackline	#14	stored	in	a	
small	plastic	zippered	bag

Recording:		The	children	record	their	
estimates	in	the	first	box,	count	the	
objects	into	portion	cups		and	record	the	
actual	number	in	the	second	box	on	the	
recording	sheet.
Extension:		The	children	count	the	
objects	in	the	containers	by	1’s,	2’s,	3’s,	
5’s,	10’s	etc.	They	record	the	counting	
sequence	on	either	a	2	column	or	3	
column	place	value	strips.
A	blank	10	x	10	matrix	(NL	Blackline	
#45),	0-99	matrix	(MTW	Blackline	#56)	
or	hundred’s	chart	(NL	blackline	#44)	
can	also	be	used	to	record	the	counting	
sequence.

•	 NL	Blackline	#14	stored	in	a	small	
plastic	zippered	bag

Recording:		The	children	record	their	
estimates	in	the	first	box,	count	the	
objects	into	portion	cups	and	record	
the	actual	number	in	the	second	box	
on	the	recording	sheet.	
Extension:		The	children	count	the	
beans	in	the	containers	by	1’s,	2’s,	3’s,	
5’s,	10’s	etc.	They	record	the	counting	
sequence	on	either	a	2	column	or	3	
column	place	value	strips.
A	blank	10	x	10	matrix	(NL	Blackline	
#45),	0-99	matrix	(MTW	Blackline	
#56)	or	hundred’s	chart	(NL	blackline	
#44)	can	also	be	used	to	record	the	
counting	sequence.
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* Recording materials are placed in the tubbing stations only after the children have had sufficient time to work at the concrete (concept) level with the manipulatives. Depending on the class's 
experience and the material in the tubbing station, the time allowed may span from several weeks to several months. Recording should be introduced as an optional activity.

Additional materials needed:

Materials needed: Materials needed: Materials needed: Materials needed: Materials needed:

Additional materials needed: Additional materials needed:Additional materials needed: Additional materials needed:
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DETERMINING PRICES

MTW, pp. 312, 396

•	 pennies	and	dimes	in	empty	
bullion	tubes	or	coin	cylinders

•	 place	value	addition	boards	
	 (NL	Blackline	#	39)	or	large	
place	value	addition	boards	
(see	p.	11.23)

•	 cans	of	food	(real	food	inside)	
labeled	and	priced	less	than	
50¢.

Procedure:		The	children	select	two	
cans	of	food	to	“buy”.	They	put	
the	needed	coins	on	their	addition	
board	and	compute	the	total.
 

•	 MTW	Blackline	#59

Recording:		The	children	select	two	
cans	of	food	to	“buy”	and	record	
the	names	of	the	items	and	prices.	
Then	they	put	the	needed	coins	on	
their	addition	board	and	compute	
the	total.	They	record	the	process	
on	the	recording	paper.

Place Value StationS

MEASURING

MTW, p. 307

•	 Unifix	cubes	
•	 word	and	picture	cards	(door,	
chair,	bookcase,	table,	desk,	
window,	trash	can,	coat,	book,	
paper,	easel,	box,	record	player,	
etc.)	for	the	children	to	use	to	
spell	these	words

Procedure: 	The	children	select	
a	card.	(A	simple	picture	of	the	
object	can	be	drawn	on	the	card	to	
help	the	children.)		The	children	
measure	the	object	described	
on	the	card	with	Unifix	cubes	in	
whatever	direction	they	choose.

•	 NL	Blackline	#41

Recording:		The	children	write	
down	the	name	of	the	object	mea-
sured	and	the	number	of	Unifix	
cubes	it	took	to	measure	it.		(The	
children	can	measure	and	record	
three	different	objects	on	each	

 THE STORE

MTW, pp. 317, 396

•	 10-12	objects	in	plastic	zippered	
bags		and	priced	less	than	50¢

•	 real	coins	(dimes	and	pennies	
only)	in	coin	cylinders	(from	a	
coin	shop)	with	the	level	marked	
with	a	marking	pen.

•	 place	value	addition	boards	
	 (NL	Blackline	#	39)	or	large	place	
value	addition	boards	(see	p.	
11.23)

Procedure:		The	children	select	two	
items	from	the	store	to	“buy”.	Then	
they	put	the	needed	coins	on	their	
addition	board	and	compute	the	
total.

•	 MTW	Blackline	#59

Recording: 	The	children	choose	two	
things	to	“buy”	and	write	down	
the	names	and	prices.	They	put	the	
money	needed	on	the	place	value	
addition	board	and	compute	the	
total.	Then	they	record	the	process	
on	the	recording	paper.

GEOBOARD DESIGNS (INSIDE-
OUTSIDE)

MTW, pp. 316

•	 approximately	100	Unifix	cubes	in	
two	colors

•	 4-5	place	value	boards
•	 6-8	geoboards

Procedure:		The	children	make	a	
design	on	two	side-by-side	geoboards	
with	one	geoband.	They	cover	the	
“inside”	nails	that	are	not	touched	
by	the	geoband	with	one	color	Unifix	
cube	and	the	“outside”	nails	that	are	
not	touched	by	the	geoband	with	the	
second	color.	They	take	both	colors	
off	the	geoboard,	snap	them	together	
into	groups	of	ten’s	and	place	them	
on	the	place	value	board.

•	 NL	Blackline	#42

Note:		At	least	two	geoboards	must	
be	used	so	there	will	be	enough	nails	
inside	and	outside	the	geoband	for	
the	children	to	experience	addition	
with	regrouping.

Recording:		The	children	count	and	
record	the	number	of	Unifix	cubes	
on	the	inside	of	the	geoband.	Then	
they	count	and	record	the	number	
of	Unifix	cubes	on	the	outside	on	the	
geoband.	They	add	two	groups	of	
Unifix	cubes	together	and	record	the	
total	number	of	Unifix	cubes	inside	
and	outside	the	geoband	design.

BOB'S DITTO

NL,	p.	11.18

•	 small	object	(e.g.,	elbow	macaroni	
or	kidney	beans)

•	 place	value	addition	boards	
	 (NL	Blackline	#	39)	or	large			
place	value	addition	boards				(see	
p.	11.23)

•	 place	value	boards
•	 portion	cups
•	 6-8	dice	numbered	4,	5,	6,	7,	8,	9	

Procedure:		Consult	NL,	p.	11.18	for	a	
detailed	description	of	Bob's	Ditto.

•	 NL	Blackline	#38	
	 Cut	the	recording	sheets	on	the	
dotted	line.		Place	the	addition	
and	subtraction	sheets	in	separate	
small	zippered	bags.		

Recording:		Consult	NL,	p.	11.18	for	
a	detailed	description.
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Large PLace VaLue addition Board

Materials for each board:  1 file folder (9" x 11"); 1 medium black per-
manent marker, 3 star work sheets (NL, Blackline # 43)

Trim the file folder to 8-1/2" x 11-3/4". 

Open the file. Draw two horizontal lines across the file folder. Draw 
the first horizontal line 3-3/4" from the top of the file folder. Draw 
the  second horizontal line 7-1/2" from the top of the file folder. 
Make the second line heavier than the first line.

Draw a vertical line 5" from the right side of the file folder.

Trim the 3 star papers to approximately 3" x 4". Glue one star paper 
in each of the boxes in the right column. 

Draw a small smiley face on top of the place value addition board.  

Note: Large place value addition boards provide more room for 
materials on the 10’s side of the board.
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